Northwest Washington
IAPMO Meeting
12-4-2019

Call to Order – 6:00 pm
Flag Salute
Self-introductions
Approval of last month’s minutes

Chair Report – Steve Hart

Explained Appendix M – 2018 UPC
Smaller pipe sizes
Increased velocity
Based on probability of use
Spoke about sustainable water systems
Seattle has set a high standard to protect the public
Encouraged both local and national membership

Michael Cutwright

Explained and spoke about upcoming changes to the UPC

Ed Holmes
Explained upcoming Legislation to update the plumbing laws in Washington, there have been basically no changes since the early 70’s.

Spoke about the collaboration of the PHCC and the UA that made this happen.

**Monthly Presentation** –

Pat Lando with Recode

Pete Munos with Bio Habits

Spoke about water management and water treatment and their differences.

Spoke about Oregon project that has been in operations for 5 years,

The site generates 45,000 gallons of water each day, 20,000 is reused to flush toilets, the other 25,000 goes back into the earth.

There is an onsite treatment plant for this site.

**New Business** – It was decided to repay Steve Hart for personal money spent to obtain the NW Chapter CEU Certification.

**Old Business** – none.

**Code Question and answer period**

**Drawing**

**Meeting adjourned 8:00 pm**

Respectively Submitted

Brad Moore

Chapter Secretary